
•   Less Affluent Chinese Filipinos 

•   New Immigrants from China 

•   Mainland Chinese 



•   The general call is to reach out to all Chinese Filipinos, 
more affluent and less affluent alike (without emphasizing so 
much the economic status), as well as continually reach out 
to those parishioners who are nominal Christians or Sunday 
Christians and have them practice their faith. 

o    Our approach will be different to both and cannot be 
generalized to all. Specific to the more affluent Chinese who are 
more inclined to Buddhism, they see religion as directly answering 
to them, what brings them success today and tomorrow. 

o   People who meet us should experience Christianity as a feeling 
of belonging, tied up with friendship and love.  To become friends, 
to show that there is a bond.  When they experience truthfulness, 
“no masks”, a sense of community support from us, then, they see 
what Christianity is and not just what we talk about.  

 To stop individualistic catolicism (“go to mass, save your own 
soul”) and intensify the building of community aspect. 



o   Continue to use social events as means to reach out to the Chinese 
Filipinos in the parish. 

   When a child is born (baptisms), when someone marries 
(weddings), or when someone dies (funerals) as opportunities 
to meet the families, show interests in their lives and pay 
special attention to refreshing the understanding of the 
Chinoys of Church practices, and to see Jesus Christ as 
helpful in their lives. 

o   Continue to have formation ministry in the parish. Conversion is not 
completed by receiving the Sacraments but by continuing 
evangelization (to particularly transform “half-cooked” converts).  
Christian witnessing of a Chinese to a fellow Chinese is important.  
Lay Chinese Catechists even with basic knowledge of Chinese play 
important roles. 

o   Continue to train and develop our children and grandchildren to take 
on parish works – gain their friendships and trusts and start from there.  



o   Reaching out to the less affluent Chinoys in Schools through grant-in-
aid programs can be expanded. 

    School policy (Student Handbooks) should help promote 
reaching out to the less affluent, e.g. promotion of simplicity. 
   Greater support to less affluent Chinoys in Schools can be 
given by teachers (direct help, voluntary assistance to teach 
them). 

o    Continue/expand activities in the parish to “win hearts” then 
evangelize with the lay taking greater part (e.g. visiting the sick, not just 
members of the parish but even those who are not; healing ministry; 24-
hrs rosary for the special person/Prayer group) 

o   Continue to open the parish to people from depressed areas (have 
ways to place importance to the poor) 

o   Start/Continue to participate in the activities of the Chinese 
Community without necessarily evangelizing right away – joining in as 
friends.  Establishing ties through home associations and Chinese 
schools associations/alumni is a good way.  



o    Contribute to or support the efforts of the LMI as a concrete 
immediate step. 

o    Start to recognize that God is preparing the Philippines as a 
springboard to China.  God has a plan in putting in place the Chinese 
parishes and the Chinese apostolate. 

•    Establishing ties with the mainland Chinese is 
important as they are coming in not only to the 
Philippines but to the different parts of the world. 



o   To stop our emotional prejudice towards the new Chinese. 

o    We should start to change our outlook of the new Chinese 
(immigrants), to empathize with their situation as a matter of their 
survival.  Our grandfathers when they were starting out also had hard 
economic practices in order to survive and were not accepted as well.  
We have to start to transcend beyond the economic outlook of seeing 
them as economic threats and recognize that they have difficulties at a 
deeper level as well. 

o   Continue to establish ties through home associations. 

o   Schools with new immigrant students should start to pay attention to 
the parents and try to explain the faith to them much as their children 
study religion. 

•   For new immigrants, as with the Chinese in general, 
the feeling of community in a church is an important 
experience. 



o   Continue to share liturgical songs with the church in China. 

o    Continue/Start to have enculturated Mass in our schools and 
parishes. 

o    Schools that have teachers from the mainland should start a 
program to reach out to these teachers. 

o   Start to use opportunities to explain/share the faith to students who 
come to the country to study as they can also influence others when 
they go back to the mainland. 

o   Use the Student Exchange Program of schools as venues to reach 
out to China and develop love of China as well as opportunities to 
share the faith. 

•    Establishing ties with the mainland Chinese is 
important as they are coming to not only in the 
Philippines but to the different parts of the world. 
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